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"What's in a name, that which we call a rose by any other name will smell just as sweet." This is true of many of the names being tossed about in the present discussions concerning range inventories. What do you prefer—range site, habitat type, woodland site, ecological site, ecosystem, vegetative climax, climatic climax, edaphic climax, physiographic climax, ecological climax, or a number of other words?

The discussions on vegetation classification or range/woodland inventories that have appeared recently in Rangelands and the Journal of Range Management have in my opinion been primarily a play on words and individual personal opinions. Different government agencies and, in fact, individuals with similar field experience and backgrounds have their own 'sacred cows,' and it is natural for each to defend that for which they have the most experience and knowledge. My vote is to pool our resources and get together in a united effort on one standard range/woodland/ecological inventory.

Needs for Resource Inventories

Inventories are made by different agencies for similar purposes. The USDA Soil Conservation Service makes inventories on private lands to assist farmers and ranchers to develop conservation plans which when applied on range/land will maintain and improve forage production, wood products production, and improve or maintain range/woodland condition. The USDI Bureau of Land Management makes inventories on lands they administer to aid them in developing environmental assessments, soil-vegetation evaluations, and as basic information to develop allotment grazing plans. The USDI Bureau of Indian Affairs makes rangeland inventories to give them information on rangeland/woodland productivity and to aid them in developing Indian grazing allotment plans. These three agencies have all found that range site, including ecological vegetative climax and details of soils, climate, physiographic and other related resources, has given them an adequate basis for their needed inventories. The USDA Forest Service range allotment analysis procedure apparently uses habitat type descriptions as one of its inventories.

It has been a natural tendency of SCS, BLM, and BIA to expand the range site descriptions to woodland and range-woodland areas. It has also probably been the tendency of the FS to expand the habitat type concept from use on woodland areas to rangelands. Naturally, each agency and individual working for these agencies will try to defend the inventory system he has had experience with, with little effort to study or understand other methods.

Before I retired as state range conservationist of the SCS in Utah, with added responsibilities for woodland, we developed woodland and range-woodland site descriptions. This differed from our range site descriptions only by having woodland site index information and potential woodland production figures in board feet, cords, posts or other applicable woodland inventory data. Of course the woodland species were included with the understory species as part of the total vegetation. We found these adequate for our needs and they gave us the information we needed to assist ranchers to establish woodland practices as well as rangeland practices.

A Uniform System

The monoclimax, polyclimax or polyclimatic climax theories (1) are not what we want since they are based on climax vegetation that occurs only on a well-developed or mature soils. These terms are not universally applicable due to soil disturbances that occurred, like excessive erosion or lowered water tables; and since some soils have not yet received geomorphological equilibrium, it is not possible to use these systems. It will be some time into the future before these soils will reach maturity.

The term climax as used in the range site description is a composite of climax vegetation, climate, soils, topography, slope, and potential production figure for all items of ecosystem for all uses. To aid in developing these descriptions the potential or original vegetation is referenced. The primary objective of this inventory system is to provide information as to the potential kind and amount of forage production as well as production units of wood products and suitability for recreation, wildlife, or other uses. It also gives the technician a range condition guide from which he can determine range condition. This then gives a basis from which the land manager can plan and apply total resource management.

Since we are including information for all land uses in our descriptions, I recommend as did Anderson (2) that we use the term Ecological Site, but either Anderson's or the SRM definition is adequate, probably the latter since more people have agreed to it.

Evidence for a Uniform System

From many different peoples' interpretations and with the inclusion in the descriptions of potential production and condition guides, I am proposing that habitat type is essentially the same as range site or ecological site. For example Dyksterhuis quotes Avery (3): "Range Sites are approximately equivalent to habitat-types of Daubenmire's (1968)." Dyksterhuis also quotes from Daubenmire's 1968 text (3): "All parts of the landscape that support, or are capable of supporting, what seems desirable to consider as the same type of relatively stable phytocenosis (homeogeneous as to
dominants in all layers) in the absence of disturbance, comprise one habitat type."

Hoffman states(4): "Habitat supports, or will come to support, a particular climax community that habitat represents a particular habitat type."

I propose that range site concept is essentially the same as the habitat type concept. With very minor modifications they could be exactly the same. The name used for them should be that of the permanent features rather than vegetative names. We have found that plant species names in the site name are confusing to ranchers and other land managers. Some climax species on some sites are still present in poor condition, while on some sites in fair or poor condition the climax dominants have completely vanished. It is confusing to call the site for a plant that no longer exists.

My vote is for a uniform ecological range, woodland, or whatever use inventory system. My vote is for ecological sites as the designation for the units of this system.

Following is a response to the Guidelines and Terms for Range Inventory and Monitoring submitted as a report of the Range Inventory Standardization Committee (RISC) to SRM in February 1983.

The suggested RISC method of range inventory is cumbersome and confusing. It is also ecologically unsound based on reasons stated in the body of this letter. It is certainly not a satisfactory replacement for the Range Site and Condition method of rangeland inventory developed by Dyksterhuis and successfully used in the field for the past 35 years.

Ranchers are the end result of range management and if we expect ranchers and field technicians to accept an inventory method it must be ecologically sound, practical and easy to understand and apply. While the Range Site and Condition method was specifically designed for these reasons, the RISC method contains none of these attributes. Therefore, it is urgent that the Society for Range Management take immediate action to stop the potentially damaging impact that the RISC report poses to range management.

I am pleased that RISC recognizes ecological sites as the